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Action

Let’s plant some trees (near roadways)!
In the U.S., 3.2 million students attended 8,424
schools located within 100 m of a major roadway
(Kingsley et al., 2014)

How can researchers help communities
achieve their aspirations?

Science

Understanding the atmospheric processes
• Dispersion
• Solid barrier effect: creating upward momentum and enhancing plume
dispersion -> lower ground level conc. behind the barrier
• Windbreak effect: plume going through the canopy at slower speed -> higher
ground level conc.
• On-road accumulation: higher on-road conc., but lower ground level conc.
behind the barrier
• Deposition
• Size dependent
• Time dependent
• Aerosol dynamics and gas chemistry
Steffens et al. (2012)

Tool

Simulating the atmospheric processes
Comprehensive Turbulent
Aerosol dynamics and Gas
chemistry (CTAG) model

Computational fluid dynamics
(CFD)-based turbulent
reacting flow model for
complex environments

Wang and Zhang (2012)
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Designs matter!
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90° represents the oncoming wind direction that is perpendicular to the road. 0° is parallel to the road.
It is the distance between roadway and barrier.
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• We studied effects of roadside barrier
designs on near-road particle concentrations.
• Wide and dense vegetation barriers are
a viable design option.
• Vegetation barriers planted next to solid
barriers are another viable option.
• The effects of vegetation barriers are
particle size-dependent.
• The degree of on-road concentration
increase varies with wind direction.

There are lot of
more design
ideas to explore.

Fig. 2. The schematic of six roadside barrier conﬁgurations is shown in side view. In the simulation, the complex geometry of the vegetation canopy is modeled as rectangular blocks. Leaf
Area Density (LAD) proﬁle of coniferous trees is applied on each block to represent the real geometry of coniferous evergreen.
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Vegetation-sound
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Sound wall to effectively
push plume upward

Dry deposition through
Vegetation barrier

Sound wall may not be
present, and only by DOTs
Tong et al. (2016)

Design

Science-driven green
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Design
• We studied effects of roadside barrier
designs on near-road particle concentrations.
• Wide and dense vegetation barriers are
a viable design option.
• Vegetation barriers planted next to solid
barriers are another viable option.
• The effects of vegetation barriers are
particle size-dependent.
• The degree of on-road concentration
increase varies with wind direction.

Let’s talk about wall!
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Design

Science-driven designs: Fence-assisted vegetation barriers
Cases 3, 4, and 5: Vegetation only
3 m/s, LAD 1.5
3 m/s, LAD 0.75
6m
1 m/s, LAD 1.5

Cases 1 and 2: No barrier
3 m/s
1 m/s

6m

10 m

Cases 6,7, and 8: Vegetation + 3m fence
3 m/s, LAD 1.5
3 m/s, LAD 0.75
6m
6m
1 m/s, LAD 1.5
10 m
3m

Case 9: 3m fence + vegetation
3 m/s, LAD 1.5
6m

3m

6m

10 m
Manuscript under preparation

Design

Science-driven designs: Fence-assisted vegetation barriers
TKE (m2 s-2)

Vegetation-only
Wake region low velocity
and turbulence

Small deposition

~ 10-20 m

Vegetation + 3m fence
Enhanced recirculation
in the wake region

Enhanced turbulence
production

Manuscript under preparation

Design

Science-driven designs: Fence-assisted vegetation barriers

Adding a fence can
• ensure no increase in particle conc. compared
to the no-barrier baseline;
• further reducing particle conc. compared the
vegetation-only design;
• All at reasonable costs.

Manuscript under preparation

Goal

Toward optimal designs of transportation GI
Product for communities: Cloud-base design tools to empower communities
to take local actions to address their local air quality problems, a multidisciplinary collaborative effort.

Manuscript under preparation
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